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EXHIBITOR’S SUPPORT SERVICE

CONTACTS

Clémence Motte
+ 33 4 72 82 27 06

Roxane GUERIN
+ 33 4 72 82 27 30

expo@ccc-lyon.com

Centre de Congrès de Lyon
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By road

By public transportation

You can take following buses to stop at “Cité internationale – Centre
de Congrès”:

C1 from Gare de la Part Dieu
C4 from Métro Foch (ligne A) et métro Saxe-Gambetta (ligne B)
C5 from Cordeliers

Rhône-Express from Lyon Saint-Exupéry Airport to Lyon Part Dieu
train station

www.tcl.fr

Right at the city centre’s north-east entrance, next to the motorway
road, Porte de Saint Clair exit, Cité internationale.

GPS: 45°47, 0829’, 4°51, 1488’

http://www.mappy.com 

ACCESS
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http://www.tcl.fr/
http://fr.mappy.com/#/1/M2/Ls/TSearch/Scentre+de+congres+de+lyon/N151.12061,6.11309,2.32641,46.68697/Z3/


ACCESS | DELIVERY PLAN

1 quai Charles de Gaulle
69006 LYON 
GPS coordinates: 
45,47.132'N - 4,51.637'E

All vehicles authorized for
delivery will be able to park
for a time-limit of 20
minutes for loading and
unloading

Quai Charles de Gaulle 
69006 LYON  
GPS coordinates : 
45.78601’N - 4.85681’E

If planned by the organizer,
for exhibitions in Forums
456, direct access by lift
only during set-up and
dismantling times (cf.
Planning page 2)

Entrances G H

Delivery area access Access parking P2 (fees) Pedestrian 
access

Pedestrian access

Entrances A B C

Access parking P1 (fees)

70 Quai Charles de
Gaulle 69006 LYON
Booking a parking spot
click here
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https://www.opngo.com/fr/map?search=Cit%C3%A9%20Internationale%20P1%20-%20A


CONSTRUCTION REGULATIONS

 PARTITIONS

SHELL SCHEME
BOOTH

DECORATION ELEMENTS

SHELL SCHEME
BOOTH RAW SURFACE

STAND BUILDING HEIGHT 

SHELL SCHEME
BOOTH

RAW SURFACE

WEIGHT

SHELL SCHEME
BOOTH RAW SURFACE

It is forbidden to drill in the walls. However you can use instead : taple, double-sided tape, hook + chains.
In case of damage, partitions will be at the expense of the exhibitor (42 € VAT excl / partitions).

The stand builders undertake to not install any object out of their stand. Nothing obstructing the aisle will be 
tolerated.

400 kg / m². 
If you have an heavier installation, please contact expo@ccc-lyon.com

The stand building height is limited to 3.5m
On the forums outskirts, the stand building height is limited to 2.5m to keep the access to the electrical closets 
possible
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Feuil1

						 PARTITIONS

		SHELL SCHEME
BOOTH				
It is forbidden to drill in the walls. However you can use instead : taple, double-sided tape, hook + chains.
In case of damage, partitions will be at the expense of the exhibitor (42 € VAT excl / partitions).


						DECORATION ELEMENTS

		SHELL SCHEME
BOOTH		RAW SURFACE		
The stand builders undertake to not install any object out of their stand. Nothing obstructing the aisle will be tolerated.



						STAND BUILDING HEIGHT 

		SHELL SCHEME
BOOTH		RAW SURFACE		The stand building height is limited to 3.5m
On the forums outskirts, the stand building height is limited to 2.5m to keep the access to the electrical closets possible

						WEIGHT

		SHELL SCHEME
BOOTH		RAW SURFACE		400 kg / m². 
If you have an heavier installation, please contact expo@ccc-lyon.com
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